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Abstract. We describe a pipeline system, Named Entity Recognizer of Chemi-

cals (NEROC), that aims to identify chemical entities mentioned in free texts. 

The system is based on a machine learning approach, a Conditional Random 

Field (CRF), and a selection of feature sets that are used to capture specific 

characteristics of chemical named entities. In this paper, we report results that 

produced by CRF models trained with the training dataset (3500 PubMed ab-

stracts), and the best performance for chemical named entity recognition 

(NER), as assessed on the development data, is precision of 0.81, recall of 0.72, 

and F-score of 0.76. For our final system, training is based on 7,000 PubMed 

abstracts released for a task of BioCreative IV. 
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1 Introduction 

Extraction of chemical information and associated interaction infor-

mation has the potential to facilitate knowledge discovery of hidden 

biomedical processes and specific health conditions in biomedical and 

pharmaceutical research reports [1, 2]. Many strategies and technolo-

gies for the extraction of chemical information in texts have been de-

veloped, but only a few chemical text-mining systems are publicly 

available; there are a variety of challenges for chemical compound 

named-entity recognition, such as diversity in naming conventions, and 

lack of appropriate training and test corpora for learning [3]. Each 

chemical compound or drug entity has many types of naming conven-

tions, including common, trade, and trivial names, database identifiers, 
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International Union of Pure Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) names, 

IUPAC International Chemistry Identifier (InChI) and Simplified Mo-

lecular-Input Line-Entry Systems (SMILES) strings, and Chemical Ab-

stracts Service (CAS) registry numbers.  

The chemical compound and drug named-entity recognition 

(CHEMDNER) task at BioCreative IV in 2013 aims to encourage fur-

ther development of tools for recognition of chemical and drug named 

entities in free texts. The CHEMDNER task has two subtasks; chemical 

document indexing (CDI) and chemical-entity mention recognition 

(CEM). The CDI subtask is to detect and summarize chemical and drug 

entities in a document, and the CEM subtask involves identification of 

individual chemical and drug entity mentions, i.e., return of the offset 

of these entities in the text. Both subtasks require return of a ranked list 

of recognized chemical entities. To address these tasks, we developed a 

pipeline system based on a machine-learning approach, which inte-

grates several existing methods into a consistent framework.   

2 Methods 

2.1 Dataset 

For the CHEMDNER task, sample, training and development 

datasets have been released by the task organizers. Each dataset con-

tains PubMed abstracts and chemical annotations classified with cate-

gories such as SYSTEMATIC, TRIVIAL, and ABBREVIATION. Training 

dataset (3,500 abstracts), and both training and development datasets 

(7,000 abstracts in total), are used to train CRF models. These are as 

follows. 

! Sample dataset: 30 abstracts of PubMed 

! Training dataset: 3,500 abstracts of PubMed 

! Development dataset: 3,500 abstracts of PubMed 

! Test dataset: 20,000 abstracts of PubMed 
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2.2 Architecture 

Our system consists of three basic stages: (1) data pre-processing, (2) 

feature generation, and (3) the CRF component (Figure 1).  

!"#$%&'()'*"+&,"-&'.%/0"1&/1$%&'

The training and development datasets are tokenized and transformed 

into IOB format in the pre-processing step. For training a CRF model, 

several feature sets are generated: 

! morphological features (token shape) 

  - numeric, alphabetic, alphanumeric, Greek-alphabetic; 

  - hyphen, bracket-punctuation, list-punctuation, period 

! annotation results from ChemSpot [4] and OSCAR4 [5] 

! preceding/following tokens 

! prefix/suffix (character 2-, 3-, 4-grams) 

Annotated results from two existing chemical NER systems, Chem-

Spot (ver. 1.5) and OSCAR4 (ver. 4.1.2), are generated in the IOB for-

mat, and the character-level features of 2-, 3-, 4-grams prefix and suffix 

follow the BANNER system [6].  The system utilizes the SimpleTagger 

from Mallet [7] in order to create and test a CRF model. 

2.3 Ranking algorithm 

In order to generate a ranked list for the CDI and CEM predictions, 

we use the probability scores calculated by the SimpleTagger class in 

Mallet to test a dataset. As for the CEM task, average probability scores 
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of the constituents of recognized terms are considered to rank terms. 

For example, if the individual probabilities of a sequence of tokens 

(clobetasol and propionate) are as below  

    clobetasol B  0.96; 

    propionate I  0.54. 

then the probability score of the recognized term, clobetasol propionate 

is 0.75 (0.96 + 0.54) / 2. 

For the CDI task, the maximum values of the probabilities of all 

mentions of a chemical or drug term in the document are taken. 

3 Results 

CRF models trained with the training dataset (3500 abstracts) are 

used to test the development dataset (3500 abstracts) with different 

combinations of feature sets. We report the results for the CEM and the 

CDI tasks in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. F-scores of the CDI task are 

mostly the same and slightly higher than ones of the CEM task.   

2.3,&'()'4&5$,15'67'10&'89:'1.5;'1%."-&<'="10'10&'1%."-"-#'<.1.5&1>'.-<'="10'<"77&%&-1'

7&.1$%&' 5&15' 6-' 10&' ?@AA' .351%./15' 67' 10&' <&B&,6+C&-1' <.1.' 5&1' 3.5&<' 6-':"/%6D

.B&%.#&<'%&5$,15'7%6C'E8D&B.,$.1"6-',"3%.%F)''

Gold standard' System found' Exact match' Precision' Recall' F-score'

Feature "' GH@GI' GHJI' (?JK' A)KI' A)A@' A)AL'

Feature #' GH@GI' I@IG' KIGI' A)JA' A)(I' A)GI'

Feature $' GH@GI' JG@I' @KGK' A)J@' A)(L' A)GH'

Feature %' GH@GI' GAIHK' (@GH?' A)JK' A)@G' A)I('

Feature &' GH@GI' G(G(J' (IIAI' A)JL' A)@I' A)I@'

Feature '' GH@GI' GAH@A' (I?HK' A)JL' A)@I' A)I@'

Feature (' GH@GI' GK(L?' GA(??' A)L?' A)IL' A)J@'

*ChemSpot' GH@GI' GKH@L' (IAKH' A)IK' A)@K' A)@L'

**OSCAR4' GH@GI' L?G(?' G(JIL' A)GI' A)JK' A)?L'

!&.1$%&'M&1'"N'16;&-'6-,F'
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!&.1$%&'M&1'%N'.--61.1&<'%&5$,15'7%6C'80&CM+61'.-<'OM8P4K'

!&.1$%&'M&1'&N'16;&-'50.+&>'80&CM+61'.-<'OM8P4K'%&5$,15>'.-<'+%&/&<"-#'.-<'76,D

,6="-#''16;&-'

!&.1$%&'M&1''N'16;&-'50.+&>'80&CM+61'.-<'OM8P4K'%&5$,15>'.-<'3610'+%&/&<"-#'.-<'

76,,6="-#''.'16;&-'.-<'1=6'16;&-5''

!&.1$%&'M&1'(N'16;&-'50.+&>'80&CM+61'.-<'OM8P4K'%&5$,15>'3610'+%&/&<"-#'.-<'

76,,6="-#''.'16;&-'.-<'1=6'16;&-5>'.-<'/0.%./1&%'GD>'?D>'KD#%.C5'+%&7"Q'.-<'5$77"Q''

R80&CM+61'"-<"B"<$.,'%&5$,1'6-'10&'5.C&'<.1.5&1

RROM8P4K'"-<"B"<$.,'%&5$,1'6-'10&'5.C&'<.1.5&1'

2.3,&'G)'4&5$,15'67'10&'8ST'1.5;'1%."-&<'="10'10&'1%."-"-#'<.1.5&1>'.-<'="10'<"77&%&-1'

7&.1$%&' 5&15' 6-' 10&' ?@AA' .351%./15' 67' 10&' <&B&,6+C&-1' <.1.' 5&1' 3.5&<' 6-':"/%6D

.B&%.#&<'%&5$,15'7%6C'E8D&B.,$.1"6-',"3%.%F)''

Gold standard' System found' Exact match' Precision' Recall' F-score'

Feature "' GH@GI' G??I' HGJ' A)KA' A)AI' A)(A'

Feature #' GH@GI' KIJL' ?AH@' A)II' A)(H' A)?A'

Feature $' GH@GI' @(GH' ?I?H' A)J(' A)G?' A)?K'

Feature %' GH@GI' ((JJ(' L?@(' A)J(' A)@G' A)IA'

Feature &' GH@GI' (G(JK' HGGL' A)JI' A)@J' A)I@'

Feature '' GH@GI' (GAG(' H(@A' A)JI' A)@J' A)I@'

Feature (' GH@GI' (K?KL' ((@@K' A)L(' A)JG' A)JI'

As shown in Table 1, the feature set including annotated results from 

ChemSpot and OSCAR4 in Feature Sets %~( has a significant impact 

on the performance of the system, increasing F-scores up to 0.62 ~ 0.75 

from 0.29 comparing to Feature Set $. This F-score increase is largely 

due to a substantial increase in recall. The performance of OSCAR4 

alone is low with 0.38 F-score (0.26 precision and 0.74 recall) due to a 

large number of false positives resulting from false identification gen-

eral chemical terms such as inhibitor, inhibition, or agonist. Chemspot 

alone also has lower performance with 0.58 F-score (0.64 precision and 

0.54 recall) than the performances of Feature Sets %~(. Thus, the sys-

tem has higher performance when annotated results of Chemspot and 

OSCAR4 are used as a feature set in combination.  
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In training based on 3500 abstracts, the CRF model trained with all 

features we considered achieves the best performance of 0.83 precision, 

0.68 recall and 0.75 F-score for the CEM task, and of 0.81 precision, 

0.72 recall and 0.76 F-score for the CDI task on the development 

dataset. For the CHEMDNER task of BioCreative IV, we adopt Feature 

Set ' for the first run, and Feature Set ( for the second run. Both 

training and development datasets (7000 abstracts) are used to train a 

CRF model for the CEM and CDI tasks. 

4 Discussion 

IOB format transformation 

Due to the characteristics of chemical names, it is common for texts 

mentioning chemicals to contain Unicode characters. During the step of 

transforming input text into IOB format, those Unicode characters may 

cause mismatches of offset information, i.e., the start and end indices of 

each token, between the gold standard annotation and transformed 

dataset after data pre-processing. Thus, any tools used in the system 

must appropriately handle UTF-8 encoded data.  

Training with fine-grained and simplified labels 

The gold standard annotations of the training and development 

datasets provided by the task organizer are labeled with chemical cate-

gories, namely SYSTEMATIC, FAMILY, FORMULA, ABBREVIATION, 

MULTIPLE, TRIVIAL and IDENTIFIERS. We tested the sample dataset 

(30 abstracts) with CRF models trained with the training dataset with 

both the fine-grained categorical labels and simplified labels (IOB) 

separately. Through these (rather preliminary) tests, we found that the 

CRF model trained with simple IOB labels results in a performance 

improvement of about 0.2 point F-score as compared to the F-score of a 

classifier that aims to categorize chemicals more specifically, due to 

many cross-category false positives. For example, among 78 

ABBREVIATION terms in the gold standard, 21 are mislabeled as 
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TRIVIAL by our system. For better performance, therefore, chemical 

categories are disregarded in the final system. 

Analysis of annotations 

We obtained the result of 0.76 F-score (0.81 precision and 0.72 re-

call) with the CRF model trained with the training dataset (3500 ab-

stracts), and with all features on the 3500 abstracts of the development 

dataset. Even though chemical categories are not considered in our sys-

tem, we compare the annotated result from our system to the annota-

tions of the gold standard in Table 3. Among 20133 exact matched an-

notations, our system identified 5473 and 7061 annotations out of 6818 

SYSTEMATIC and 8970 TRIVIAL terms respectively. Only 10% of 

IDENTIFIER and 6% of MULTIPLE terms were recognized. Thus, our 

system needs to add more feature sets to capture characteristics of 

IDENTIFIER and MULTIPLE terms. 

2.3,&'?)'86C+.%"56-5'67'/0&C"/.,'/.1&#6%"&5'3&1=&&-'#6,<'51.-<.%<'.--61.1"6-5'.-<'

.--61.1&<'%&5$,15'7%6C'6$%'5F51&C)

Gold standard annotation 

(Development dataset) 
Our system 

SYSTEMATIC 6816 5473 (80%) 

FAMILY 4223 2683 (64%) 

FORMULA 4137 2334 (56%) 

ABBREVIATION 4521 2501 (55%) 

MULTIPLE 188 12 (6%) 

TRIVIAL 8970 7061 (79%) 

IDENTIFIER 639 64 (10%) 

NO CLASS 32 5(16%) 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have developed a pipeline system to recognize chemical named 

entities in texts, which we have called NEROC. Through this study, we 

found that an ensemble classifier, utilizing outputs from two existing 

chemical NER systems as features, produces competitive performances 

compared to the outputs of those systems alone, as shown in Table 1. In 
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future work, we plan to explore the impact of using dictionary terms as 

features for training CRFs, using a dictionary-matching approach. For 

example, biomedical concepts from the Unified Medical Language Sys-

tem (UMLS) Metathesaurus, filtered by semantic types and sources 

relevant to chemical and drug concepts, will be considered as diction-

ary terms to supplement identifying chemical and drug entities.        
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